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Condition: New. New edition. 305 x 236 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Based on J. G. Heck s Bilder Atlas zum
Convenations Lexicon, published in German in the nineteenth
century, the Iconographic Encyclopaedia of Science, Literature,
and Art was a monumental six-volume compilation of
illustrations and information, covering an enormous range of
subjects, from architecture to zoology. Among its most
remarkable features were the thousands of superb steel
engravings, comprising one of the most extensive pictorial
archives ever published in a single work. The present book, one
of three separate and independent volumes based on the rare
original American edition of 1851, is devoted to nature and
science. Over 170 beautifully reproduced plates contain
thousands of illustrations depicting an extraordinary array of
subjects: mathematical and geometrical problems; surveying
instruments, astronomical maps, and instruments; planetary
systems according to Ptolemy, the Egyptians, Copernicus, and
others; positions of the planets; botanical illutrations of scores of
plants including seed pods, fruits, and other parts; physical and
meteorological illustration demonstrating many laws and
principles; numerous types of physical and chemical apparatus;
animals, minerals, fossils, geological formations; human
anatomy; and many other images. A descriptive table...
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An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just
very happy to tell you that this is the greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he
finest book for at any time.
-- B a r t Lowe-- B a r t Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the
fifty percent in the ebook. I am easily will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hym a n O 'Conner  III--  Hym a n O 'Conner  III
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